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Purpose: To study the association between the preoperative PROSTATE scoring system and the 

prediction of biochemical recurrence (BCR) risk, after radical prostatectomy (RP) in prostate 

cancer patients.

Patients and methods: A total of 340 patients who underwent a laparoscopic radical pros-

tatectomy in Peking University First Hospital between November 2007 and March 2016 were 

included in the study. The preoperative PROSTATE scoring system was measured and calculated. 

The performance of the scoring system to predict BCR risk was estimated using the receiver 

operating characteristic curve (ROC curve). BCR-free survival was analyzed using the Kaplan–

Meier method, and the log-rank test was applied to compare the differences in risk among the 

patient groups. The Cox proportional hazards regression was used to analyze the performance 

of the grouped PROSTATE scores.

Results: Of the total population, 91 (26.8%) patients had BCR. The PROSTATE score was 

significantly different between the BCR-developed and BCR-free groups (P<0.001). The ROC 

curve analysis of the scoring system showed an accuracy of 70.7% (95% CI 0.643–0.771) 

(P<0.001). The percentage of BCR in the high-risk (10–15), moderate-risk (5–9) and low-risk 

(0–4) groups was 63.3%, 24.6% and 10.3% respectively (P<0.001). The Cox proportional haz-

ards regression analysis revealed that the grouped score was an independent predictor of BCR 

after RP (HR=2.002; 95% CI 1.222–3.280) (P=0.006).

Conclusion: The PROSTATE scoring system performed adequately in predicting the risk of 

BCR after RP. The scoring system can assist in decision-making about the operation and post-

operative follow-up for patients with high-risk.

Keywords: PROSTATE scoring system, biochemical recurrence, radical prostatectomy, predic-

tive, prostate cancer, preoperative

Introduction
PCa is nowadays a common non-cutaneous malignant tumor. According to the National 

Central Cancer Registry, the incidence of PCa in People’s Republic of China ranked 

seventh in male cancer patients.1 PCa is characterized by indolent, slow growing, low to 

high-grade tumors, but may become aggressive neoplasms with metastasis.2 In clinical 

practice, RP is the recommended surgical method for operable PCa patients. Though 

treated with RP, patients still face the risk of BCR and local PCa recurrence in the long 

term. Nearly 30% of RP patients, have an isolated BCR during a long-term follow-up, 
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often without clinical or radiological evidence of PCa.3 To 

deal with BCR after RP, adjuvant therapy for PCa is given 

for those who have a high-risk of BCR soon after RP. What 

is more, neo-adjuvant therapy is considered to improve the 

clinical outcome for patients with localized high-risk PCa.4 

Adjuvant therapy includes hormonal therapy, radiotherapy, 

chemotherapy, targeted therapy and immunotherapy.

It is important and beneficial to predict whether PCa 

patients after RP suffer from BCR or not. There are many 

established preoperative and postoperative parameters used in 

different ways to predict BCR after RP, including the biopsy 

score of Gleason, preoperative serum PSA level, clinical 

TNM stage,3 prostate tumor volume,5 perineural invasion,6 

PSM, pathological Gleason sum, pathological stage, early 

period for a surgeon,7 pretreatment neutrophil-to-lymphocyte 

ratio,8 preoperative serum sex hormone-binding globulin9 and 

susceptibility at an advanced age10. Nevertheless, some of the 

parameters may not be independent factors for predicting the 

risk of BCR statistically. Additionally, there are risk assess-

ment instruments which involve multiple preoperative and 

postoperative factors, rather than a single factor, to generate 

a score to prognosticate BCR after RP, such as the CAPRA-S 

score developed by the UCSF and UCSF-CAPRA score.11,12

The PROSTATE scoring system was first proposed for 

the prediction of PSM after RP in 2016 and was proved to 

be an effective instrument for predicting PSM and a helpful 

predictor in underpinning clinical decision making.13 The 

present study aims to test the hypothesis that the PROSTATE 

scoring system can serve as a potential predicative tool in 

predicating the risk of BCR after RP in clinical practice.

Patients and methods
PROsTaTe scoring system
The novel scoring system for PROSTATE was initially used 

to predict PSM after RP in 2016. The detailed variables 

incorporated in PROSTATE scores are PSA level (P), ratio 

of positive biopsy needles (R), obesity (O), scores of Gleason 

(S), T stage by preoperative MRI scan (T), age (A), total pros-

tate volume (T) and experience of surgeon (E), yet without 

postoperative variables.

As shown in Table 1, the total PROSTATE scores are 

determined by the scores from each variable. The PSA level (P) 

was the total PSA level measured 3 days before the operation. 

The scores of Gleason (S) were calculated according to the 

pathological results of biopsy performed by experienced uro-

logical pathologists in the Department of Pathology, Institute of 

Urology of Peking University, based on the 2014 International 

Society of Urological Pathology Modified Gleason System. 

The total prostate volume (T) was calculated according to the 

preoperative B-ultrasonography using the following formula: 

total prostate volume(m3)= (π/6) × width × length × height. The 

scoring system has the maximal score of 15 with a minimum 

of 0. According to this scoring system, a score of 15 signifies 

the highest risk of BCR after RP while a score of 0 means the 

lowest risk after RP. In the light of the total scoring, the patients 

were classified into the low-risk group (0–4), the moderate-risk 

group (5–9) and the high-risk group (10–15).

ethics approval and informed consent
All procedures performed in studies involving human par-

ticipants were in accordance with the ethical standards of 

the institutional and National Research Committee and with 

the 1964 Helsinki declaration and its later amendments or 

comparable ethical standards. For this type of study, formal 

consent is not required.

Patient samples
We retrospectively analyzed the clinical records of 340 patients 

who were preoperatively biopsy-proven with clinically local-

ized PCa and underwent laparoscopic radical prostatectomy in 

the Urology Department of Peking University First Hospital 

between November 2007 and March 2016, excluding 26 

patients (7.1%) who failed to follow-up. The neurovascular 

Table 1 The PROsTaTe scoring system

Variable Level Score

(P) Psa level (ng/ml) <10 0
10–20 1
>20 2

(R) Ratio of positive biopsy needles (%) <25 0
25–49 1
≥50 2

(O) Obesity (kg/m2) <24 0
24–30 1
>30 2

(s) score of gleason ≤6 0
7 1
≥8 2

(T) T stage by preoperative MRi scan ≤T2a 0
T2b 1
≥T2c 2

(a) age <60 0

≥60 1
(T) Total prostate volume (ml) ≥60 0

20–59 1
<20 2

(e) experience of surgeon (cases) >100 0
30–100 1
<30 2
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bundles preservation operation was not performed on these 

patients. Patients, who were treated with neoadjuvant therapy 

or received adjuvant therapy soon after operation with unde-

tectable tPSA were excluded. The preoperative variables were 

incorporated into the PROSTATE scoring system. Additionally, 

the patients’ previous smoking status, which had reported con-

tradictory results in the risk of PCa, was recorded.14–16 The RP 

specimens were cut transversely at regular intervals from the 

apex of the prostate to the tips of the seminal vesicles and the 

entire tumor tissue was submitted for microscopic examination 

by experienced urological pathologists. Postoperative patho-

logical factors such as lymph node involvement, postoperative 

score of Gleason, perineural and vessels invasion, and positive 

surgical margin were collected and grouped. The data update of 

the patients’ postoperative follow-up, including  total prostate 

specific antigen, was completed by the end of March 2017. 

The maximum follow-up time was 10 years and the minimum 

was 1 year. All patients were informed in detail, and approved 

for being recruited as subjects for scientific purposes during 

postoperative telephone follow-up. All patients provided oral 

informed consent over phone for being part of the retrospective 

study. The study was accepted and approved by the Biomedical 

Research Ethics Committee of Peking University First Hospital.

BCR after RP was considered as a rise in the level of 

tPSA ≥0.2 ng/mL in two consecutive tPSA level blood tests, 

while the patients after RP without BCR (BCR-free) were 

patients whose tPSA level <0.2 ng/mL at the time of the latest 

follow-up. When the tPSA reached the level of BCR for the 

first time after RP, the number of months between RP and 

BCR development was defined as time to BCR. We defined 

the patient as a never-smoker if he had smoked less than 100 

cigarettes during his lifetime, while the others were defined 

as former or current smokers.17

statistics
Basic statistical analysis for continuous variables was done 

using the Student’s t-test and the categorical variables were 

compared using the chi-squared test. The performance of 

PROSTATE score to predict BCR after RP was analyzed 

using ROC curves. According to the total PROSTATE score as 

defined above among low, moderate and high risk groups, the 

probability of BCR-free was compared using Kaplan–Meier 

analysis, and the log-rank test was applied to compare the 

BCR-free distributions between the two of them. Cox propor-

tional hazards regression was used to analyze the performance 

of the different risk groups to predict BCR after RP. All 

statistical analysis was performed using SPSS, version 22.0, 

and a 2-sided P <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Patient characteristics
From November 2007 to March 2016, 340 male patients who 

underwent laparoscopic radical prostatectomy in the Urology 

Department of Peking University First Hospital were enrolled 

in the study. Table 2 lists the clinical and pathological char-

acteristics of the 340 study patients. The mean ± SD age and 

body mass index were 66.1±6.91 years and 24.3±2.77 kg/m2. 

There were 81 (23.8%) patients who were former or current 

smokers. The mean ± SD preoperative PSA was 14.12±11.31 

ng/mL and their total prostate volume was 42.8±24.4 mL. 

The T stage by preoperative MRI scan were as follows: 121 

patients (35.6%) in stage T2a or lower, 147 patients (43.2%) 

in stage T2b and 72 (21.2%) in stage T2c or higher. According 

to the postoperative pathological results, 117 patients’ PCa 

(34.4%) were found with perineural and vessels invasion and 

137 patients (40.3%) with PSM.

association between PROsTaTe scores 
and the risk of BCR after RP
As identified by the exact postoperative follow-up data, 91 

cases (26.8%) developed BCR out of the 340 patients who 

were included. Table 3 shows the detailed comparison of the 

variables of PROSTATE scores between BCR-developed and 

Table 2 Clinical and pathological characteristics of 340 patients 
who underwent RP in the Urology Department at Peking 
University First hospital

Patient characteristic Statistic

age 66.1±6.91
Preoperative Psa (ng/ml) 14.12±11.31
Body mass index (BMi) (kg/m2) 24.3±2.77
Total prostate volume (ml) 42.8±24.4
Preoperative score of gleason
≤6 101 (29.7%)
7 206 (60.6%)
≥8 33 (9.7%)
T stage by preoperative MRi scan
≤T2a 121 (35.6%)
T2b 147 (43.2%)
≥T2c 72 (21.2%)
smoking status
Former or current 81 (23.8%)
never 259 (76.2%)
Perineural and vessels invasion
Present 117 (34.4%)
absent 223 (65.6%)
Positive surgical margin
Present 137 (40.3%)
absent 203 (59.7%)
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BCR-free groups. As shown, the PSA level (P<0.001), the 

ratio of positive biopsy needles (P<0.001), score of Gleason 

(P<0.001), the T stage by preoperative MRI scan (P=0.009) 

and age (P=0.041) were independent preoperative predic-

tors for the risk of BCR after RP. Using logistic regression 

analysis, the PROSTATE scores were statistically different 

between BCR-developed and BCR-free groups (P<0.001) 

(OR =1.375, 95% CI 1.144–1.653). According to the ROC 

curve analysis, the PROSTATE scores had an accuracy of 

70.7% (95% CI 0.643–0.771) (P<0.001).

association between different risk groups 
and BCR-free probability after RP
The distribution of PROSTATE scores among the patients 

included is shown in Table 4, classified based on three different 

risk groups. The percentage of BCR-developed patients in the 

high-risk group, moderate-risk group and low-risk group, was 

63.3%, 24.6% and 10.3% (P<0.001), respectively. Figure 1 

shows that the high-risk group had an increased likelihood of 

BCR compared to the moderate-risk group (P<0.001) and the 

low-risk group (P<0.001) with Kaplan–Meier analysis, and 

the low-risk group was less likely to become BCR-developed 

than the moderate-risk group (P<0.001).

Multivariate analysis for predictors of 
BCR after RP
Four of the established postoperative pathological factors 

and smoking status are compared in Table 5, between 

patients who developed BCR and those without BCR. 

Table 3 Comparison of the variables of PROsTaTe scores between BCR-developed and BCR-free patients

Variable BCR-developed BCR-free P-value

(P) Psa level (ng/ml) 19.72±15.84 12.08±8.24 <0.001
(R) Ratio of positive biopsy needles (%) 0.50±0.28 0.32±0.20 <0.001
(O) Obesity (kg/m2) 24.5±2.86 24.2±2.74 0.419
(s) score of gleason <0.001
≤6 13 (14.3%) 88 (35.3%)
7 62 (68.1%) 144 (57.8%)
≥8 16 (17.6%) 17 (6.8%)
(T) T stage by preoperative MRi scan 0.009
≤T2a 21 (23.1%) 100 (40.2%)
T2b 44 (48.4%) 103 (41.4%)
≥T2c 26 (28.6%) 46 (18.5%)
(a) age 64.9±6.88 66.6±6.87 0.041
(T) Total prostate volume (ml) 42.2±23.1 43.1±25.0 0.757
(e) experience of surgeon (cases) 0.768
>100 9 (9.9%) 20 (8.0%)
30–100 52 (57.1%) 152 (61.0%)
<30 30 (33.0%) 77 (30.9%)
PROsTaTe score 7.97±1.99 6.51±1.69 <0.001

Abbreviation: BCR, biochemical recurrence.

Table 4 Distribution of PROsTaTe scores among the 340 
patients included and the percentage of BCR on the basis of 
different risk groups

PROSTATE  
score

Frequency Patients, % Percent  
of BCR, %

0–4 29 8.5 10.3
5–9 281 82.6 24.6
10–15 30 8.8 63.3

Abbreviation: BCR, biochemical recurrence.

Figure 1 BCR-free probability after RP stratified by low-risk (0–4), moderate-risk 
(5–9) and high-risk (10–15) groups according to the total PROsTaTe score.
Abbreviations: BCR, biochemical recurrence; RP, radical prostatectomy.
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Postoperative score of Gleason, perineural and vessels 

invasion and PSM are statistically different between BCR-

developed and BCR-free patients (P<0.001), while the 

smoking status and lymph node involvement do not have 

statistical significance.

Adjusting for confounding variables, including smoking 

status, postoperative pathological factors such as lymph node 

involvement, postoperative score of Gleason, perineural and 

vessels invasion and PSM, the Cox proportional hazards 

regression analysis revealed that the grouped PROSTATE 

score with low, moderate and high risks was an independent 

predictor of BCR after RP (HR=2.002; 95% CI 1.222–3.280) 

(P=0.006), as shown in Table 6.

Discussion
When PCa patients after RP develop BCR, the subsequent 

management is important for these patients. Patients after 

RP are always anxious about whether or not they are faced 

with BCR, as about one third of PCa patients develop BCR 

after RP.18 For them, BCR after RP means the return of PCa, 

which they had hoped of being cured of. It is also a dilemma 

for both surgeons and patients to deal with BCR. Moreover, 

the time from operation to BCR has been associated with 

disease progression and prostate cancer-specific mortality.19 

In short, the practical BCR-risk assessment model is greatly 

Table 5 Comparison of the postoperative pathological factors 
and smoking status between BCR-developed and BCR-free 
patients

Variable BCR- 
developed

BCR-free P-value

lymph node involvement 0.626
Present 2 (2.2%) 2 (0.8%)
absent 89 (97.8%) 247 (99.2%)
Postoperative score of 
gleason

<0.001

≤6 2 (2.2%) 27 (10.8%)
7 57 (62.6%) 185 (74.3%)
≥8 32 (35.2%) 37 (14.9%)
Perineural and vessels 
invasion

<0.001

Present 45 (49.5%) 72 (28.9%)
absent 46 (50.5%) 177 (71.1%)
Positive surgical margin <0.001
Present 58 (63.7%) 79 (31.7%)
absent 33 (36.3%) 170 (68.3%)
smoking status 0.505
Former or current 24 (26.4%) 57 (22.9%)
never 67 (73.6%) 192 (77.1%)

Abbreviation: BCR, biochemical recurrence.

Table 6 Multivariate analysis of predictors of BCR after RP

Variable Hazard ratio (HR)  
(95% CI)

P-value

lymph node involvement 1.468 (0.344–6.259) 0.604
Postoperative score of gleason 1.440 (1.133–1.829) 0.003
Perineural and vessels invasion 1.601 (1.042–2.460) 0.032
Positive surgical margin 1.996 (1.256–3.172) 0.003
smoking status 1.003 (0.621–1.620) 0.989
grouped PROsTaTe score 2.002 (1.222–3.280) 0.006

needed to classify different risk groups and identify them 

early for secondary therapy.

We performed a MEDLINE review of the English 

language articles from 2000 to 2017 to identify variables 

that could predict the risk of BCR after RP. We discovered 

that many researchers used, postoperatively, variables such 

as PSM after RP. We did not find relevant literature using 

preoperative PROSTATE scores to predict the risk of BCR 

after RP. The PROSTATE scoring system uses a combina-

tion of reproducible and easily standardized parameters, 

obtained from preoperative characteristics of PCa patients 

and has been proven to be anovel tool for PSM predicting of 

RP.13 The UCSF-CAPRA score and the CAPRA-S score was 

proposed in 2005 and in 2011 to assess the risk of PCa. There 

are other tools in current applications such as Partin tables 

and Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center nomograms for 

PCa risk stratification.20 It was considered that preoperative 

prediction tools could be inaccurate in regard to true PCa 

grade and extent, so the CAPRA-S score is developed on 

the basis of the CAPRA score.21 The CAPRA-S score was 

first proposed by Cooperberg et al,11 using the variables of 

preoperative PSA, pathologic Gleason score, surgical mar-

gins, extracapsular extension, seminal vesicle invasion and 

lymph node invasion. But the UCSF-CAPRA score has also 

been externally validated in many studies in America and 

Europe, yet relying on preoperative PSA, Gleason score, 

clinical T stage, biopsy results and patient ages.22,23

In the present study, the PROSTATE scoring system 

has exhibited its performance in predicting BCR after RP. 

The patients who underwent RP with higher PROSTATE 

score are more likely to suffer BCR. Making use of the 

PROSTATE scoring system to predict BCR after RP has a 

projected accuracy of 70.7%, which is acceptable in clinical 

application. In the light of the different risk classifications 

of PROSTATE scores, the high-risk group with a score of 

10–15 may have more than six times of risk of developing 

BCR than the low-risk group with a score of 0–4. Last but 

not the least, the grouped PROSTATE scores with three 
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grades can perform their prediction of BCR independently, 

with the evidence shown in multivariate analysis, even 

though the postoperative pathological factors are thought to 

be of much stronger clinical evidence in predicting BCR. In 

considering these results of the predictive scoring system, 

significant  observations support that the PROSTATE scores 

can be applied in preoperative patient counseling.

The PROSTATE scoring system is also a preoperative 

predicting tool without using postoperative pathological 

parameters. The obvious advantage of the preoperative 

PROSTATE scoring system is that, it can assist in operative 

decision-making. For patients in the high-risk group classi-

fied by the PROSTATE scoring system, more careful opera-

tive procedures, and more precise operating technology are 

required to avoid the attached likely factors of increasing the 

risk of BCR after RP. It is reported that bilateral nerve-sparing 

procedures during RP are associated with the increased risk 

of PSM, which increases the risk of BCR after RP.24 It is 

recommended that the nerve-sparing procedures should be 

used on appropriately selected patients but not to increase 

the probability of PSM or BCR after RP.25 As a result, the 

nerve-sparing procedures should be more carefully evalu-

ated preoperatively considering the risk of PSM and BCR 

after RP when the result of the PROSTATE score is at high 

risk, including the surgeon’s surgical experience and actual 

operation situation.

Combining the former conclusion that the PROSTATE 

scoring system can predict PSM of RP and current results 

that the scoring system can predict the risk of BCR after RP, 

the scoring system is effectively needed. This scoring system 

can help divide PCa patients into different risk groups pre-

operatively and provide the surgeon with the risks of PSM 

and BCR after RP, so that the decision-making regarding 

the operation can be more scientific and realistic before the 

patients lie in the operation room. If the PROSTATE score 

is 10–15 (high-risk group), a suitable, wide resection during 

RP should be considered. Overall, the PROSTATE scoring 

system helps to select, preoperatively, the right patients and 

the appropriate operating approach.

Besides, for patients with high scores (10–15), except for 

careful and thorough intraoperative operation, the regular 

check of PSA after RP should  also be extremely stressed. 

Moreover, radiotherapy or androgen deprivation therapy 

may be recommended for patients with PROSTATE scores 

near 15.

There are some limitations in the present study. First, 

the data is still limited especially for low-risk and high-risk 

groups, which may affect statistical analysis. Second, the 

follow-up time is not sufficient to analysis metastasis and 

cancer specific mortality. Third, the comparison between dif-

ferent tools for predicting BCR after RP, which may lead to a 

more objective evaluation to the PROSTATE scoring system, 

is not included in our study. In addition, the patients who did 

not undergo lymph node dissection during RP were regarded 

as lymph node negative and most of the patients studied did 

not undergo lymph node dissection, but the result involved in 

the present study was qualitative same on subanalysis without 

this variable “lymph node involvement”. Last but not the 

least, more independent validation studies of the PROSTATE 

scoring system using databases from different institutions 

are required before the scoring system can be widely used 

in the clinical practice. Despite these limitations and lack 

of validation in more studies, the present study applied the 

PROSTATE scoring system in BCR prediction and statisti-

cally proved its performance.

Conclusion
The presented findings suggest that the PROSTATE scoring 

system can predict the risk of BCR after RP. Furthermore, 

the PROSTATE scoring system can assist in decision-making 

about operation for the high-risk patients. For patients in the 

high-risk group, regular check of PSA after RP should be 

emphasized especially for the high risk of developing BCR. 

The PROSTATE scoring system may be used to help choose 

the best operative time for patients whose scores are exactly 

at ends of the range, but more evidence is still needed. It 

should be externally validated in future research before the 

PROSTATE scoring system can be used widely.
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